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Abstract: This dissertation withdraws 326 antonymous compound words to be the 
research object by the making up with pairs of monosyllabic antonyms, the subjective 
interposition, the book certificate investigation and the standard identification. It adopts 
several research methods, such as combining together synchronic and diachronic, fixed 
quality and fixed quantify, description and explication. It makes use of some theories of 
lexicology and cognitive linguistics, combines some theories of speech sounds, grammar, 
rhetoric and cultural to analyze the structure, the change of antonymous compound words, 
the development of the sense of antonymous compound words, the phenomenon of 
antonymous compound words between Mandarin Chinese and Chinese Dialect. Thus we 
have deep understanding to antonymous compound words. 
Antonymous compound word is the compound word which comes from antonymous 
phrase. Its structure includes the external structure and the internal structure. The external 
structure reflects on an “AB” order of the two components. Both the sense and the tone 
have an effect on the arrangement of the two components, but the sense plays more 
important role. The internal structure is the total of the grammatical structure and the 
semantic structure, but the internal structure is semantic structure in fact and also is the 
inside reason of the antonymous compound words named.  
The antonymous compound word comes directly from the phrase of antonym, and its 
source head is the single sound antonym. The production of it mainly benefit from its logic 
semantic foundation of the unity of opposites and language expressive foundation of using 
together. Because of these two foundations, the pairs of single sound antonyms gradually 
become compound words and continue to change. The senses of most compound words 
change from specific to abstract only among the notional words. Some change from the 















to be compound words and function words. Turning from the phrases to the compound 
words is the foundation of turning from the compound words to function words, on the 
contrary, turning from the compound words to function words is continuation of turning 
from the phrases to the compound words.  
Some senses of the antonymous compound words only apply to the single layer and 
some apply to several layers. The number of the antonymous compound words applying to 
several layers, especially to four layers, is very bigger than that of applying to the single 
layer.  
Extending of senses of the antonymous compound words has three kinds of methods, 
however, the extending of the synthesize type is more widespread than the extending of the 
radiation type or the chain type. The sense change of the antonymous compound words has 
seven types of linguistic mode, but the main linguistic mode is transferred meaning. The 
most outstanding characteristic of the sense change of the antonymous compound words is 
easy to produce the partial meaning. This is decided by the sense characteristics of the 
antonymous compound words.  
Observing from the word form, the number of the same word form that Mandarin 
Chinese and Dialect have and only Dialect has is minority, but only Mandarin Chinese has 
is majority. Observing from the sense of a word, most senses that Mandarin Chinese and 
Dialect have and only Mandarin Chinese has are from ancient Chinese, but most senses that 
only Dialect has are innovate. Observing from the grammar, the properties of the 
antonymous compound words of Dialect are more complicated and have more function 
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